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Encryption Technologies that Protect Data at its Core

CEOCFO: Mr. Blech, your website indicates, “Unmatched security solutions for 
the digital ecosystem.” How does Secure Channels Inc. provide this?
Mr. Blech: We are unmatched because our solutions are agnostic to all platforms 
and infrastructures. The days of protecting the data using perimeter defense systems 
are obsolete. Protecting the data at its core must be part of a layered security that is 
user defined is “the Best Practice.” We have married deep encryption, combined with 
strong, easily deployable, multi-factor authentication prohibiting unauthorized access 
to critical data, except by authenticated users only.

 CEOCFO: It sounds like common sense to protect data at its core. Why has the 
cybersecurity industry other than Secure Channels Inc. missed this approach?
Mr. Blech: Database administrators do not like using heavy encryption. The volumes 
of data are so large, it is painstakingly difficult to move the data efficiently, and it 
slows down the process. Administrators do not like to do anything that slows down 
the work process. Where we are different is that our encryption process is not only 
very deep encryption, it is also very fast, light and agnostic to all infrastructures. This 
is our differentiator; we can protect data in places where the others cannot.

CEOCFO: How are you able to do this?  What do you understand that others 
do not?

Mr. Blech: A process has been patented rather than a new algorithm. Other companies have longer or more difficult 
algorithms, which make things stronger, but it also has a negative impact on speed and latency. What we have been able 
to do is create a process segmenting the data. For example, if you have a document, the document in a randomized 
manner would be broken up into 50 different segments, each one of those segments will be encrypted at the same time 
with a different encryption algorithm, a different process, and a different key all scrambled. This is done at a very rapid 
pace, because it is all done all at once, rather than one piece incrementally. This technique is based on 
superencipherment.

CEOCFO: Who is using your services and who should be?
Mr. Blech: Any enterprise, financial institution, or government agency that is collecting sensitive data. Considering the 
proliferation of breaches in the last yea, the list writes itself.

CEOCFO: Are healthcare and government really paying enough attention? Are they looking and approaching 
you?
Mr. Blech: Due to our innovations in cybersecurity, we are speaking with everyone from three letter federal agencies, 
hospitals, credit card companies, banks and studios. In addition, we are partnering with other companies to upgrade their 
products with unbreakable encryption. The hackers have created the narrative for us on why companies need to pay 
attention to cybersecurity. We simply focus on creating the technology that will supply the answers.

CEOCFO: Would you tell us about the solutions that you offer?
Mr. Blech: Our solutions cover a broad spectrum of businesses including Financial, HealthCare, Retail, Government, 
Media & Entertainment, amongst many others. The challenges faced in cybersecurity reach all facets in any organization, 
and we cover the core line of business systems: access and authorization, data at rest, data in process, and data in 
motion. These solutions cover local systems, enterprise servers, cloud systems, and mobile platforms.

CEOCFO: Are users ready to give up the simple password?
Mr. Blech: Consumers just want ease and security. Face it, passwords really are not that simple, and are easily forgotten 
and easily hacked. What we have done is innovate something that has been rather gamified, our SUBROSA technology. 
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You are selecting an image, so it is fun. You just push on an image segment, but the difficulty and complexity is all 
underneath. The user does not deal with that. The name of our SUBROSA solution starts with Simple User Base, so it is 
simple for the user -- they get to pick a couple of squares of an image that they remember. Therefore, many would give up 
passwords to use something that is based on pictures and offers better protection.

CEOCFO: What has surprised you most as Secure Channels has evolved?
Mr. Blech: There are people who thought they were protected enough with standard encryption, but that is not sufficient. 
Foreign governments have ways to get through, and the hackers are far too sophisticated. Our data is going to be stolen 
that is a certainty. The marketplace has had to do a 180 to stay safe and relevant in today’s digital eco system. 

CEOCFO: Secure Channels has received industry recognition. What is most meaningful?
Mr. Blech: Getting something like the GOVIES for our PKMS2 is significant because that is a government-based award 
for an obvious area of need in this country, but they all have been meaningful. I would be lying if I said I was not thrilled 
with Secure Channels Inc. being named one of the Top 10 cyber security startups to watch in 2015 by NETWORK 
WORLD. That was definitely a nice moment.    

CEOCFO: How are your solutions better today than a year ago?
Mr. Blech: That is a great question, and why they are better is because we have interacted with our customers and 
learned what they really need or what they are having issues with their current or past solutions. Then we have been able 
to build and design based on what we are hearing. We do a great deal of customization, as well as design to fit, even if 
that means partnering with someone else to assist in providing that solutions. Our goal is to reach the ultimate objective, 
which is protecting the data

CEOCFO: What gave you the confidence that this was the right direction?
Mr. Blech: The response from our customers and partners has led a very clear path to knowing we are going in the right 
direction. They actually tell us that they have not seen anything like this, including the government and congressional 
leaders as well. Our technology impresses. It is actually getting third party recognition.

CEOCFO:  Why choose Secure Channels to protect your data?
Mr. Blech: People should choose us because Secure Channels will protect the valuable, critical data at its core, so when 
it is taken it will be useless to the thief, and they can feel confident that their data is protected when that occurs. We are 
innovating solutions by thinking like a hacker, which is what cyber security companies should be doing.
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“We are innovating solutions by thinking like a hacker, which is what cyber security companies should be doing.”- Richard Blech


